Keep Pinal Pristine

The Problem

Pinal County, Arizona
Located 110 kilometers north of the Mexican border, Pinal County is about 14,000 kilometers
squared (it takes roughly an 1hr to drive from North to South at 130kph and approximately
1.5hrs if one could drive East to West in straight line).
Only approximately 17% of our land is privately owned. The rest is owned by the Federal
Government, State Trust Land, National Forests and Native American Reservations.
The vast majority of our population is contained within less than a dozen cities, towns and
communities.
While we are surrounded by mountains, the majority of our land is flat, arid desert with little
tree cover and no naturally growing grasslands.

Public Works
Community Development
We didn’t get into this problem in just
a few days and we won’t be out of it
quickly either.

Systemic problems require dynamic
multi-partner involvement with longterm sustainable solutions.

Public Health-Environmental Health
County Attorney
Sheriff’s Office
County Management

One Stop Informational Shop

But Are We REALLY Doing Anything?
Yes:
We have hosted 15 different community clean-ups with 717 tons of trash collected;
The cleanups have involved more than 4,400 hours of labor and cost more than $284,000
Hosted 9 “Free Dump Days” and Hazmat clean-ups where we cover the tipping fees;
Partnered with Code Compliance to Facilitate Clean-Ups
Partnered with local community organizations

◦ We provide Containers, Cover Disposal Fees and Provide PPE Type Supplies

Actively negotiating to obtain Right of Entry onto State and Fed lands

◦ It should be noted, the majority of identified dumpsites fall on State or Fed Lands

What About the Illegal Dumping
Rewards Program?
Rewards Program Basics:

◦ If a person provides information to Law Enforcement either through our form or via a report to law
enforcement AND charges are formally brought, the reporting parties receive $500.
◦ The person who is charged is given the opportunity to enter Diversion (complete consequences and
have the charges dismissed) or plea to the criminal offense.

Rewards Program Effectiveness:

◦ As of the end of March, roughly a dozen reports have been filed.
◦ A couple look potentially promising and PCSO is following up on them.

What’s Next?
In a perfect world, the County would just do “Free Dump
Days” and desert clean-ups everyday. We would also just
selectively set-up containers and allow people to bring
their trash to us.
The problem is these Dump Days cost the county and the
desert clean-ups cost upwards of $25,000.00 for each and
every event. Also, the large containers need to be
watched, protected and emptied almost daily. That cost is
unsustainable for the County to maintain on a regular
basis.

Possible Solutions:
Our best success has been found in partnering with our
community organizations. As a result, we would like to
propose the following:
1. Each district hold a massive volunteer day where each
district picks a location, asks for the community’s help and
cleans up select areas;
2. Each district creates and maintains a volunteer database
that the county can reach out to request assistance;
3. Allow each county employee to volunteer one day of
community clean-up in exchange for comp day;
4. Continue to fund clean-ups, dump days and rewards
program.

Bottom Line:
The County, under the direction of BOS, has focused on a new initiative, Keep Pinal Pristine.
The community clean-ups and free dump days have been a smashing success!
Our local community organizations have been outstanding.
We now have a dedicated, easy to find webpage that contains nearly all the information that a
resident or visitor would need to know about dumping.
But we still have one problem…
We are fighting a losing battle unless we can change the community’s mindset. If dumping in
our beautiful deserts is simply, “no big deal,” there is no amount of money or bodies or services
that can help us keep ahead.
Our County will continue to combat this issue with hard work, education and continued public
partnerships. It’s only together that we can change mindsets and truly “Keep Pinal Pristine!”

